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Abstract. Motivation: Selecting feature genes and predicting cells’ phenotype are typical tasks in the analysis
of scRNA-seq data. Many algorithms were developed for these tasks, but high correlations among genes create
challenges specifically in scRNA-seq analysis, which are not well addressed. Highly correlated genes lead to
collinearity and unreliable model fitting. Highly correlated genes compete with each other in feature selection,
which causes underestimation of their importance. Most importantly, when a causal gene is highly correlated
other genes, most algorithms select one of them in a data driven manner. The correlation structure among genes
could change substantially. Hence, it is critical to build a prediction model based on causal genes but not their
highly correlated genes.
Results: To address the issues discussed above, we propose a grouping algorithm which can be integrated in
prediction models. Using real benchmark scRNA-seq data sets and simulated cell phenotypes, we show our
novel method significantly outperform standard prediction models in the performance of both prediction and
feature selection. Our algorithm report the whole group of correlated genes, which allow researchers to conduct
additional studies to identify the causal genes from the group.
1. Introduction
The technologies for the Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) have developed rapidly over the past decade.
Among all applications of such technologies, single-cell sequencing [15] is at the forefront of genomic
research. Single-cell sequencing examines the genomics information from individual cells with optimized
NGS technologies. And it provides a higher resolution of cellular differences and a better understanding of
the function of a single cell in the context of its microenvironment. However, the development of analytic
tools has trailed the rapid advance in biochemistry and molecular biology [8]. And there are still many
challenges required to be addressed to fully leverage the information in single-cell sequencing profiles.
Tissues are complex ecosystem contains multiple types of cells. For example, tumors are made of cancer
cells and non-cancerous cells and their various activation status. This heterogeneous cell composition is
called tumor microenvironment [2]. The single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq) technology can measure
gene expression profiles in the resolution of single cells, which is a powerful tool to study the composition of
cell types of various tissues (e.g. lung [1], peripheral blood [16], and breast tumor [20]). Grouping cells by
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cell types can be achieved by the cluster analysis of gene expression profiles obtained from the scRNA-seq
data. The review article [13] summarized popular methods and software pipelines for clustering scRNA-seq
data. Based on the clustering results, researchers are often interested in identifying each cluster’s feature
genes that distinguish its cell type from the others. The profiles of selected feature genes can be used not only
to classify new cells based on their scRNA-seq data, but also to deconvolve cell types from bulk RNA-seq
data [16]. Differential expression analysis was used to identify feature genes to distinguish cell types from
each other, which investigates association of cell types with every ‘individual’ gene and select genes by their
p-values. But it is more desired to use multiple gene to predict cell type ‘jointly’ and select genes based on
prediction performance. Hence, we suggest to use prediction (or classification) analysis and feature selection
for this task. In addition to this popular application, the prediction analysis of scRNA-seq data can be applied
to many other problems, such as finding feature genes that predict other cell phenotypes (e.g. disease status
and cell evolution status).
Because prediction and feature selection are two major tasks in supervised machine learning, there are many
well developed general-purpose methods and software. Researchers uses the general-purpose methods for
prediction analysis of various genomic data. For example, the Elastic Net [23] is a supervised machine lenaring
method based on penalized regressions, which achieves feature selection by regulating the coefficients of
non-relevant predictors to zero. Due to its outstanding performance, the Elastic Net becomes one of the most
popular methods for feature selection in high dimensional data. And it has been widely applied in genomics
research, such as discovering a diagnostic test of 2-transcript host RNA signatures for discriminating bacterial
vs viral infection in febrile children [12], selecting genes and predicting clinical drug response [9], predicting
resistance of HIV drugs from mutation information [21], and working as a building block to construct complex
models for the analysis of single-cell sequencing data [5].
However, there are important challenges in handling the highly correlated genes in the prediction analysis
of scRNA-seq data, that general-purpose machine learning algorithms cannot address. When some genes are
highly correlated with a causal gene (which carry true signals to predict outcome), most machine learning
methods only report one gene from the pool of highly correlated genes that are selected in a purely data-
driven manner. Since real data always contains both signal and noise, the non-casual genes may have better
prediction power than its highly correlated causal gene. This may lead machine learning algorithms to select
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non-causal genes in the prediction models. The correlation relationship may change substantially in other
studies due to many factors such as heterogeneity of cells and change of environmental conditions. Hence,
selecting the causal gene is critical to maintain good prediction performance in other studies. Therefore, it
is desired to detect a group of highly correlated genes instead of picking one gene from the group. All genes
in the detected group can be further investigated in follow-up studies, such as identifying causal genes using
Mendelian randomization [11, 17]. Even no follow-up studies are conducted to select causal genes, using the
common pattern of a group of highly correlated genes can be a more robust predictor than picking a signal
gene from the group. Despite the popularity of prediction analysis of scRNA-seq data, there are rarely such
methods developed specifically for it. This knowledge gap motivated the research presented in this paper.
Here, we introduce a grouping algorithm that can be integrated with the general-purpose prediction meth-
ods. We group highly correlated genes and represent the group of genes by a single predictor in prediction
models. In simulation studies, we show that this strategy significantly improves the performance of both
prediction and feature selection. Note, we use the Elastic Net to illustrate the proposed method in this paper,
but users of our approach can replace the Elastic Net with other prediction models. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide the details of our grouping method. In Section 3, we compare
our grouping method’s performance with the general-purpose methods via simulation studies. Section 4
contains our conclusion and discussion.
2. Method
We start introducing our method through a hypothetical extreme example. Assume that three genes are
perfectly correlated with relationship x1 = −x2 = x3 (i.e. their correlation is either 1 or −1). We have a
trivial approach, which can outperform all fancy methods. That is, we treat the perfectly correlated predictors
as a group and use their common pattern z = (x1−x2+x3)/3 to represent this group (as a single predictor)
in the prediction model. If the representative z is selected as an important predictor, all genes within the
group are labelled as ‘candidate’ feature genes. The common pattern z can be used to predict phenotype of
new cells. If possible, we recommend to conduct follow-up studies identify the causal gene within this group
and use the causal gene in the final prediction or classification models. This grouping idea can be extended
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to more general situations (i.e. −1 < correlation < 1), where we group highly correlated genes and create a
new variable to represent the common pattern of this group in the prediction models.
Grouping or clustering is a typical task in unsupervised machine learning. The hierarchical clustering and
K-Means clustering are both popular clustering methods. However, none of them is suitable for our specific
grouping task. We use a hybrid approach. That is, using a modified K-Means algorithm we pre-group the
genes into smaller subsets and then apply the hierarchical clustering algorithm to group genes in each subset.
Next, we discuss the details of the novel grouping method in the rest of this section.
2.1. Pre-grouping genes by the modified K-Means algorithm. In the human genome, there are about 20, 000
protein-coding genes, 25, 000 non-protein-coding genes, and 2300 micro-RNA genes. To cluster such large
number of genes is a huge computational challenge for the hierarchical clustering algorithm. The K-Means
algorithm is well-known for its ability to handle large data like this, but it cannot be applied directly to
our grouping problem for three reasons. First, our goal is to group highly correlated genes, but there is no
threshold parameter in K-Means algorithm that can directly control the strength of within cluster correlations.
Second, our grouping task only requires to cluster highly correlated genes, which leads to a large number
of clusters. The K-Means algorithm can be significantly slow down when the number of clusters becomes
larger. Third, the K-Means algorithm is based on the Euclidean distance, while we need a method based on
correlation. Furthermore, the common pattern of negatively correlated genes should be properly described.
For example, if cor(x1,x2) = −0.99, their common pattern should be (x1 − x2)/2 but not (x1 + x2)/2.
In the hierarchical clustering algorithm, the result clusters are obtained by cutting a dendrogram. The
threshold for this cut directly describe the strength of the within-cluster correlations of genes, which addresses
the first problem discussed above perfectly. But the hierarchical clustering algorithm cannot handle such large
number of genes. So, we use a divide and conquer strategy. We pre-group the genes into smaller subsets using
the K-Means algorithm, and then each subset is further divided using the hierarchical clustering algorithm.
All subsets obtained from pre-grouping should be small enough to be handleable by the hierarchical
clustering algorithm. Increasing the number of clusters in the K-Means algorithm does not always lead to
splitting the largest subsets. So, we apply the K-Means algorithm iteratively. More specifically, we first
apply the K-Means algorithm using K = 10 clusters. Then we keep on applying the K-Means algorithm to
split the largest cluster into K = 10 sub-clusters, until the largest cluster is small enough (e.g. with less than
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1000 genes). This iterative approach not only provides an efficient way to limit the size of largest cluster, but
also solves the second problem discussed above.
To address the third problem, we propose a modified K-Means algorithm. Next, we briefly describe the
K-Means algorithm and introduce our modifications. The standard K-Means algorithm iteratively applies
two steps, the assignment step (A-step) and the update step (U-step) to data until convergence. Based on
the current cluster memberships of all genes, the U-step updates the mean of the expression profile of all
genes in each cluster, and use these means as current cluster centers. For every gene, the A-step calculates
its Euclidean distances between every cluster center and updates its cluster membership to the nearest cluster
center. We make two revisions in our modified K-Means algorithm. In the U-step, before updating the centers,
we reverse the sign of expression levels of the genes that are negatively correlated with their current cluster
centers and keep track of the sign changes. Note, we need to keep track of sign change in every iteration, so
that we know direction of each gene in their final clusters. In the A-step, we replace the Euclidean distance
by the dissimilarity defined as 1 − |correlation|. The detailed steps of our revised algorithm are given in
Algorithm 1. A good initial value is critical to make this revised algorithm converge faster. Currently, we
use the results of the standard K-Means algorithm as initial values for our modified K-Means.
2.2. Grouping genes by the hierarchical clustering algorithm. In each subset obtained from the results of
Algorithm 1, no genes are negatively correlated with the cluster center and the size of each subset is not huge.
So, we assume no negative correlation exists within each subset, and apply a standard hierarchical clustering
algorithm to further cluster genes in each subset. For the hierarchical clustering, we define the dissimilarity as
(1−correlation) and use the average link. We choose the average link since the order of correlation operation
and average operation are interchangeable without affect the results. That is, the correlation defined for two
groups of genes is equal to the average of the correlations of all possible pairs of individual genes between
two groups. Hence, by using the average link, we can control between-group correlations of individual genes
by controling the correlation of two groups.
For each subset, the hierarchical clustering algorithm produces a tree-like dendrogram from the bottom
(leaves) to the top (root) to represent the correlation structure of genes. A consistent dissimilarity threshold
is needed to cut the trees of all subsets, and the genes within the same branch of the cut tree are considered
one cluster. These branches of all trees define the final grouping rule of genes.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm of the modified K-Means algorithm for pre-clustering genes
Input:
(1) Gene expression level: x = (xT1 , . . . ,x
T
n )
T , a n× p matrix,
(2) Number of cluster: K,
Note: n is the number of cells and p is the number of genes.
Initialize:
(1) [Cluster memberships I = (I1, . . . , In)] Use the results of standard KMeans algorithm to initialize
Ii = k, which represents the ith gene belongs to the kth cluster,
(2) [Sign of correlations to its cluster center S = (S1, . . . , Sn)] Initialize Si = +1.
Algorithm:
repeat
for k = 1 to K do
µ̂(k) ← 1nk
∑
{i:Ii=k} Sixi (Update cluster centers by signed average, nk is the number of samples
in the kth cluster )
end for
for i = 1 to n do
ri,k ← cor(µ̂(k),xi) (Calculate correlation for k = 1, . . . ,K)
Ii ← l = argmaxk |ri,k| (Assign xi into most correlated cluster l)
Si ← sign(ri,l) (Update the sign of correlations to its cluster center)
end for
until cluster membership I remains unchanged across iterations
Output:
I (cluster membership) and S (sign of correlations to its cluster center)
The value of the dendrogram-cutting threshold controls “how strong correlation is needed to group two
genes". It is one of the hardest problem in unsupervised learning to decide the best value of the common
threshold to cut dendrograms of all pre-grouped subsets, since there is often no known fact (like labels in
supervised learning) to guide such choice. In our special situation, we have a perfect solution by combining
unsupervised learning with supervised learning. We consider many candidate threshold values for cutting the
dendrogram. Each candidate value corresponds to one grouping rule and a fitted Elastic Net model based on
the grouped genes. This creates the one-to-one correspondence between threshold value of performance of
final prediction of cell phenotypes. We use 10-fold cross-validation to compare the prediction performance
(e.g. AUC statistics for binary outcomes and MSE statistics for continuous outcomes) of the Elastic Net
models corresponding to the candidate threshold values. The threshold value corresponds to the winner
prediction model is used as the best threshold value to cut dendrograms generated from the hierarchical
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clustering. The best threshold leads to the final results for gene grouping. At last, we fit the Elastic Net model
using the grouped genes to obtain the final prediction model.
We summarize our proposed method in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Algorithm of Grouping Method Integrated with Elastic Net
Input:
(1) Gene expression levels: x, a matrix of dimension n× p,
(2) Phenotype of cells: y = (y1, . . . , yn) , a vector of length n,
Note: n is the number of cells and p is the number of genes.
Algorithm:
(1) Pre-group the genes into smaller subsets using Algorithm 1, and denote the expression level of grouped
genes as z.
(2) In each subset of genes, apply the hierarchical clustering algorithm to further cluster genes, and build
the dendrogram. We use (1-correlation) as dissimilarity and use the average link.
(3) Randomly split cells into 10 folds containing equal number of cells.
for c = {10−1, 5× 10−2, 10−2, 5× 10−3, 10−3, 5× 10−4, 10−4, 5× 10−5, 10−5, 5× 10−6, 10−6} do
(4.1) Cut all dendrograms using dissimilarity threshold= c, and group all genes in the same branch after
cutting. Denote gene expression of groups as z.
(4.2) For i = 1, . . . , 10, fit the Elastic net model to data excluding cells in the i-th fold, and predict
phenotypes of cells in the i-th fold qˆj = Pr(yj = 1).
(4.3) Pool qˆj obtained from 10 folds to form cross-validation predictions on full data.
(4.4) Calculate AUC statistics from yj’s and qˆj’s.
end for
(5) Obtain final gene-grouping results by cutting all dendrograms with the threshold value c corresponding
to the largest AUC.
(6) Fit the Elastic Net model based on final gene-grouping results.
Output:
The Elastic Net model based on final gene-grouping results.
3. Simulation Studies
In this session, we conduct simulation studies to compare our proposed method with the standard ungroup
method. In the simulated experiments, we examine the accuracy of predicting cell phenotypes and the
performance correctly selecting the true feature genes. Our simulation is based on recently published scRNA-
seq benchmark datasets used to compare the performance of differential expression analysis methods [19].
We use the same the simulation strategy in their paper, that is assume a data generation model and learn the
model parameter from real data. We revised the details of data simulation to make it closer to real-world
data.
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3.1. The benchmark datasets and the simulation design. Soneson and Robinson [19] developed Conquer,
a collection of consistently processed benchmark datasets. They used 9 benchmark scRNA-seq datasets
to evaluate 36 popular Differential Expression (DE) analysis methods in the literature, which comprise 6
full-length scRNA-seq studies and 3 UMI scRNA-seq studies. Since their simulation study did not use UMI
data, we also only consider the 6 full-length scRNA-seq data sets in our simulation, which are GSE74596 [6],
GSE63818-GPL16791 [10], GSE60749-GPL13112 [14], GSE48968-GPL13112 [18], GSE45719 [4], and
EMTAB2805 [3]. In our prediction analysis, we consider the two groups of cells, and the group membership
as binary cell phenotype to be predicted. The groups in each benchmark data are defined exactly same as
what’s used for evaluation of DE analysis by [19], which are provided in their Supplementary Table 1.
The simulation model: To generate synthetic data sets, the Conquer study assumed gene expression levels
follow a distribution. They learned the parameters of the assumed distribution of each gene from benchmark
scRNA-seq data sets, and used the learned distributions as their simulation model to simulate expression levels
of each gene. If their distribution assumption is correct, such simulation strategy ensures the simulated data are
similar to the real scRNA-seq data. However, the assumed distribution could be an over simplified version
of the true distribution, which makes the simulated data less realistic. In addition, simulating individual
genes one-by-one cannot well capture the correlation structure of genes in the real data. Therefore, in our
simulation study, we use the 6 real genomic data sets and only simulate the cell phenotypes (i.e. binary group
membership) from a logistic regression model
yj ∼ Bernoulli(qj) and qj = logit−1
(
p∑
i=1
βixij
)
(1)
where j is the index of cells, i is the index of genes, yj is the group membership indicator of the j-th cell,
xij is the expression level (transcripts per million) of the j-th gene of the i-th cell, and βi is the effect size
(or coefficient) of the i-th gene with i = 1, 2, · · · , p and j = 1, 2, · · · , n.
The coefficients and jittering: To assign the values of coefficients βi’s in the data-generating model (1),
we fit an Elastic Net model to each of the 6 real data sets. The genes with non-zero fitted coefficients (i.e.
βi 6= 0) are considered as feature genes in the data-generating model (1). When the feature gene is not
highly correlated with other genes, our proposed method will not group it with anyone, therefore our method
becomes identical to the standard (ungrouped) method. To make the simulation comparison meaningful,
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when fitting the Elastic Net models, we force genes to have 0 coefficients, if their correlation with any other
gene is less than 0.9. Therefore, we can focus the methods comparison on situations of the existence of
highly correlated feature genes.
By fitting Elastic Net models to real data, we obtain 6 data generating models, one from each benchmark
data set. We call these 6 models as the ‘blueprint models’. To increase the heterogeneity of simulated data
sets, we add Gaussian noises to the coefficients of each blueprint model to generate 100 different jittered
data-generation models. Based on each jittered data-generation model and its corresponding real genomic
data, we simulate one copy of the phenotype (i.e. binary cell type membership) for every cell in the real
genomic data.
In summary, from each real scRNA-seq benchmark data, we obtain one blue print model, then 100 data-
generation models, and finally 100 copies of simulated cell phenotypes. This results in 600 simulated data
sets used for methods comparison.
Data analysis and evaluation criteria: We analyze these 600 simulated data sets using the standard Elastic
Net model and our proposed grouping method. We denote βˆi and qˆj be the estimated values of parameter
βi and qj , (for i = 1, 2, . . . , p and j = 1, 2, . . . , n), and calculate the following four criteria to compare the
two methods for all simulated data.
MSE =
∑n
j=1(qj − qˆj)2
n
,(2)
Precision =
∑p
i=1 I(βi 6= 0)I(βˆi 6= 0)∑p
i=1 I(βˆi 6= 0)
,(3)
Recall =
∑p
i=1 I(βi 6= 0)I(βˆi 6= 0)∑p
i=1 I(βi 6= 0)
,(4)
F1 = (Precision−1 + Recall−1)−1.(5)
3.2. Comparison of prediction performance. For evaluation of prediction performance based on real data,
the most popular criteria is the misclassification rate ( i.e. 1-accuracy) and the AUC statistics, which can be
derived from qˆj and yj (a realization of a Bernoulli random variable with parameter qj). However, since we
know the true probability of the group membership in this simulation study, qj , we use MSE (2) to evaluate
the prediction performance, which is a more direct and precise measurement. In each simulated data set,
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we calculate the difference of MSE obtained from our grouping method and the standard Elastic Net model.
A negative difference indicates that the Elastic Net model’s prediction performance can be improved by
integrating it with our grouping strategy.
Figure 1 visualizes the 600 differences in MSE calculated from our simulation studies. Each box represents
the results of 100 data sets simulated from one benchmark scRNA-seq data. The name of each benchmark
data is shown on the left-hand side of boxes. The majority of the values in the boxplots are less than 0,
which indicates our method outperforms the standard Elastic Net model. To investigate the significance of
the difference visualized in these boxplots, we conducted the paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test to compare
these MSE’s and the p-values are all less than 10−10. In summary, the results of the simulation study show
that the prediction performance of the Elastic Net model can be significantly improved by integrating this
model with our novel grouping strategy.
Figure 1. Boxplots of differences in the mean squared prediction error between our grouped
method and the standard methods. Each box represents the results of 100 simulated data
based on one real scRNA-seq benchmark data. The vertical dashed line at 0 is used to
compare two methods. Boxes on the left hand side of vertical line indicate our method
outperform the standard Elastic Net model.
3.3. Comparison of performance on feature gene selection. The task of selecting feature genes can be consid-
ered as a series of binary decisions for all the genes. In the machine learning community, the quantities (3)- (5)
are the most popular criteria to evaluate the performance of such tasks. Precision (3) is the fraction of the
true feature gene among the selected ones, which is equivalent to 1−False Discover Rate. Recall (4) is the
fraction of the selected true gene by analysis among the true feature genes, which is also called as sensitivity
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in the statistical community. When evaluating the performance of methods, precision and recall need to be
considered together as a pair. These two criteria may rank the performance of the methods with conflict
orders, while the F1 score (5) is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, which carry information on both
statistics and can rank the performance of methods without conflict orders.
Figure 2 visualizes the pairwise differences (the grouped minus the standard) of the precision (left panel),
recall (middle panel) and F1 scores (right panel) calculated from each simulated data. The positive value
of these differences indicates our method outperforms the standard Elastic Net model. Each box represents
the analysis results from 100 simulated data based on one benchmark scRNA-seq data. The names of the
benchmark data are labelled on the left-hand side of boxes. These boxes show the majority of the differences
are greater than 0, which indicates our method outperforms the standard Elastic Net model in the performance
of gene selection. To investigate the significance of these differences, we conduct the paired Wilcoxon signed-
rank tests and get the p-values less than 10−5 for the precision differences and 10−14 for the recall differences
and F1 score differences. In summary, the results of the simulation study show that the performance on feature
gene selection of the Elastic Net model are significantly improved by integrating this model with our novel
grouping strategy.
Figure 2. Boxplots of differences in three feature selection criteria, including Precision
in the left panel, Recall in the middle panel, and F1 score in the right panel. Three
Quantities on True Signature Gene Testing between the Grouped and Ungrouped Methods
from Simulation Based on Each Benchmark Data. We use Precision, Recall and F1 Score
from left to right panels to represent their ability in detecting signature genes.
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4. Discussion and Conclusion
The prediction analysis discussed in this paper should not be confused with another common analysis
scRNA-seq data, the Differential Expression (DE) analysis. Even though both involve discovering genes, they
have very different objectives. The objective of DE analysis is to identify genes significantly differentially
expressed between two cell phenotypes (conditions). Its procedure is to test genes one-by-one and then
focus on the resulting p-values. Whereas the prediction analysis discovers a parsimonious list of genes that
‘work together’ to predict the cell phenotypes, and it focuses on prediction performance (but not p-values)
of the selected gene lists. The strong correlations between genes are helpful information in the DE study
and association studies since they enable individual tests of single genomic markers to borrow information
from each other [22]. However, in prediction analysis, the strong correlation between predictors can make
prediction performance and feature selection unstable. Hence, it needs to be appropriately addressed in
modelling. In both types of analysis, properly incorporating the strong correlations among genes are critical
in improving the model performance.
By grouping highly correlated genes and replacing them with one single variable, our methods have
multiple advantages in prediction and feature selection. First, highly correlated predictors cause the problem
of collinearity [7], which affects the stability of model fitting. This problem does not exist after we use a single
variable to replace a group of highly correlated genes. Second, in feature selection, the highly correlated
predictors always compete for importance, which leads to reporting them less important than they should
be. By using a single predictor to represent the group, we can avoid such competition. Third, our method
reports the whole group of highly correlated genes as feature genes instead of picking one gene (as in standard
methods). As shown in simulation studies, to predict new cells’ phenotypes, using the common patterns of
the gene group is more robust than using a single gene in the group. Most importantly, by reporting the whole
group of highly correlated genes as feature genes, we allow researchers to identify causal genes in follow-up
studies. The causal genes are critical in real-world applications. For example, if a higher expression level of
gene-A causes both a higher expression level of gene-B and a disease. When a drug is developed to reduce
the expression level of gene-B, gene A expression and disease status will not be affected. When a drug is
developed to decrease gene-A expression, it can treat the disease and also reduce the expression level of
gene-B.
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Our grouping method is an example of integrating the supervised machine learning with unsupervised
machine learning. The motivation of our research is prediction, which is a supervised machine learning
problem. To address the particular challenge in genomic studies, we introduce the grouping strategy, which
is an unsupervised machine learning problem. During this process, deciding the number of clusters or the
threshold for cutting dendrogram is one of the hardest problems in unsupervised machine learning since
there is no way to validate the correctness of clustering rule. However, we perfectly solve this problem in
our special situatoin by integrating supervised learning with unsupervised learning. Each clustering result
corresponds to a grouping rule for the genes, and each grouping rule leads to a different prediction. This
one-to-one correspondence between the clustering rule and the prediction performance enables us to utilize
the prediction results to guide the choice of the number of clusters (or say the threshold for cutting dendrogram
of hierarchical clustering results). We can use cross-validation to choose the best value. Finally, the selected
best clustering rule is used to group genes for building the final prediction model.
In summary, we propose a grouping algorithm that can be integrated with any standard prediction method.
In simulation studies based on multiple published benchmark scRNA-seq data sets, we show our method
significantly improves the performance of both cell phenotype prediction and feature gene selection. Most
importantly, our method offers researchers the opportunity to conduct follow-up studies to identify the causal
genes. The Elastic Net model is used to illustrate our method in this paper, but our method can be integrated
with other prediction methods. The analysis scRNA-seq data is the motivation of this research, but it could be
applied in other applications with two characteristics: (1) predictors are highly correlated and (2) the strong
correlation shown in training data may disappear in test data.
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